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Abstract

We present a new treatment for a varied-line-spacing grating (VLS) as a

monochromator for a soft X-ray synchrotron beamline. Our calculations for a VLS

monochromator show that within the small angle approximation we can make the focal length

constant, correct for primary coma and spherical aberrations at all wave lengths. This

monochromator scheme has still a free choice of included angle, which can be used to

optimize efficiency and it can cover a wave length range of eight octaves, distinct more

compared to a plane grating monochromator scheme. The analytical calculations are in

excellent agreement with our ray traces using the Shadow computer code.



Background

The use of varied-line-spacing (VLS) monochromator designs has been established in the

synchrotron beam-line field for about a decade due to the work of Hettrick1'4, Underwood5,

Harada6"8, Koike9"11, Namioka12, Hoscht13, McKinney14-15, Palmer16-17 and Callcott18 with

various collaborators. However, the number of beam lines currently operating with this type

of system is quite small (less than ten) and there is not yet a variable-included-angle device in

operation although there are plans for at least one10.

The original purpose of introducing VLS schemes was often said to be to avoid the

sliding exit slits that were used on the standard (fixed-included-angle) spherical grating

monochromators (SGM's). However, there are many schemes which avoid such sliding of

the exit slit without using VLS and we believe that such a limited purpose does not do full

justice to the power of the VLS principle. We discuss some of its other advantages below.

The SGM's were a good response to the challenges of their day but they have some

definite limitations. These are (i) the requirement for moving the slits to preserve focus as the

wavelength is scanned, (ii) the constant deviation angle which implies an inability to suppress

high orders, (iii) the limited wavelength coverage (about one octave) per grating and

consequent breaks in the wavelength scan, (iv) relatively poor tracking of the efficiency

maximum on the efficiency-incidence-angle plot (efficiency map) especially in positive order

and (v) the fact that suppression of the aberration known as "primary coma" in the

synchrotron-radiation community [footnote] is normally achieved at only one wavelength; the

Rowland wavelength. Some of these issues can be addressed using the Petersen plane-grating

monochromator (PGM)19 concept or later variations thereof. Such designs provide a much

better wavelength coverage per grating, reasonable tracking of the maximum on the efficiency

map and exact focus without slit motions. However, the included angle must be programmed

to a particular value at each wavelength to achieve focus and so orders can still not be

suppressed and the primary coma of the grating cannot be properly corrected.

There are two possible enhancements to the Petersen monochromator which can in

principle avoid the need to program the included angle: an adaptive mirror and a VLS grating.

We discuss only the latter in this report although we believe both are viable. The advantage

of the VLS approach is that it provides a passive solution which only needs to be "built in" at

the construction phase. The disadvantage is the difficulty of obtaining VLS gratings.

The most usual practice in VLS systems is to illuminate the grating with a converging

beam. Thus the present-day VLS plane-grating schemes tend to look like a Petersen or

Miyake system in reverse. However, there appears to be no reason why they should not be

used in the normal direction i.e. with a diverging beam on the grating. In fact, by the

principle of reversibility of light, the virtual image produced by the grating with a diverging

beam should have all the same properties as the real image produced using a converging

beam. Therefore, it should be possible to simply replace the grating in a standard SX700



system with a VLS optic. As explained below this would not only ensure that the system

remained almost exactly in focus during wavelength scanning without programming the

included angle but the focus would also become stigmatic. The principal complication of the

plan would be that the best VLS performance is achieved with a grating magnification of -1

which is not the value used in the standard SX700 system. Therefore, one would also have to

change the focal length of the mirror.

The basic principles of VLS

The advocates of VLS have not always explained the idea to the community in a clear way.

This was in part because some authors regarded the matter as proprietary20. Notable

exceptions were Callcott et al.18, who gave an ab initio analysis, Palmer and McKinney16 and

McKinney15. The last-named reference provides derivations of the equations in the Hettrick-

Underwood patent and also gives the basic design data for VLS systems, namely the terms of

the optical path function.

In this report we use the McKinney terms to show that within the limits of the small-

angle approximation the VLS plane grating has the following remarkable properties which

apply for all values of the incidence and diffraction angles, in other words all wavelengths.

1. The focal length of the grating can be made constant.

2. The primary coma of the grating can be corrected.

3. That, if 1. and 2. are done, the spherical aberration of the grating is also automatically

corrected.

Thus within the stated limit we have universal solutions for the correction of focus and the

other important in-plane aberrations. The corrections are good over the wavelength range for

which the sines of the grazing angles of incidence and diffraction can be approximated by the

angles. We will show below that, in practice, they are sufficiently good over at least the

normal working range of a Petersen PGM and in the example we take they are good over

eight octaves without a change of grating.
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Fig 1. Schematic view of the grating monochromator

We consider the focal length first and define the groove spacing of the VLS grating to

be given by

d(w) = dQ{\ v2w
2 +K ), (1)

where apart from the VLS coefficients v, we are using the geometry and notation of Noda et

al.21. This is shown in Fig. 1 where P is a general point (w, I) on the grating surface. In the

general theory, the shape of the grating is described in terms of a MacLaurin series

x = ̂ ajjy'z^. However, for the present purpose we consider only a plane grating (;c=0) in



which case all the a^'s are zero. In general the 200 (focusing) term of the optical path

function15 is

•HH-
(2)

where T = cos -2a2o cosa and T = °°S
/ -2a20cos/8

and the condition for focus is therefore (Fhoo=O- Specializing to the plane grating by putting

fl20=0> substituting for mXld§ using the grating equation and switching to grazing angles

a = nl2-\a\, b = n12 -1/31, the condition for focus becomes
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Now approximating sin a = a etc. we arrive at

1 if Q
2-fr2 a2

(4)

_2
Evidently if V! = — then r' = -r identically for all values of a and b. For illumination by a

r

real point source, we then get a virtual image at a constant distance equal to the source

distance. This means that within the limitations of the small-angle approximation, the system

is both in focus and stigmatic for all wavelengths. For this choice of vi the exact focal length

is obtained by solving (F>2oo=O without the small-angle approximation as follows

r' =
-rcos2

/J) cos2
(5)

Turning to the question of coma correction we have15

T'sinB
— ^

mX
— (6)

Following a similar procedure as before, we find that the condition that (F)30O=0 is
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-2 1
Now setting Vj = — and r' = —r we find that if v2 = —=-, the coma vanishes identically for all

r r

values of a and b and thus for all wavelengths so long as a and b are small.

Applying similar arguments to the spherical aberration term15

4rsin2a AT sin2 ft T2 T2 _ . 2 fl H « Tsinacosa
r2

-2vxv2 + v3)
mX
^0

(8)

we find that (F)AOO=^ if

(9)

—2 1
Substituting the conditions v, = — , v2 =-j and r' = —r and neglecting terms of fourth

r r

order and above in a and fc, we find that (F>400 vanishes identically for all a and b if V3=0. So

that, if the focus and coma are corrected as proposed, then the correction of the spherical

aberration follows automatically, again within the limitations of the small-angle

approximation.

The aberration-correcting combination of parameters can thus be summarized as

-2 1
V, = — , v2 =-j and r' = -r (10)

r r

The simplicity of these solutions strongly suggests that the description of the VLS grating in

terms of a power series in the groove spacing, rather than the density, is more naturally related

to the normally recognized optical aberrations.



Comparison of the predicted performance of the plane grating with the SHADOW ray

trace code

We have carried out ray traces to check the statements made in the previous section. They are

of the plane grating alone using the SHADOW code with a point source. This means that the

obtained spot patterns (shown in Figs. 2-5) are those of the virtual image of the source. The

parameters used were as follows:

Quantity Unit Value

Center groove spacing (do)

Incidence angle (a)

vi

Order (m)

Illuminated half width (wmax)

Change in groove spacing: w=0 to wraax

Wavelength (A)

Source-to-grating distance (r)

Grating-to-receiving-plane distance (r1)

Source half angle (tangential plane)

Source half angle (sagittal, plane)
Beam full widths at grating: tan.xsag.

Numbers of rays : tan.xsag.

A
degree

m-i

m-2

mm

%

A
m

m

milliradian

milliradian

mm2

16666.667 (600/mm)

86

-0.1333333

0.0044444 or 0.0000

+1 (inside)*

17.8

0.22

40

15.00

-15.00 or-14.9729**

0.083

1.00

25x30

21x5

*For SHADOW the convention is to use -1 for inside order.

**-15 m is the small-angle result for the focal distance and -14.9729 m is the exact one from

eq.(5)

The grating VLS coefficients that we have used have to be translated into the SHADOW

notation which is based on the groove density s=l/d so that we have

s(w) =

1

4)(l v2w
2 +K

1
By considering the case w - > 0 w e see that so= — and the formula for the reciprocal of a

4)
series in the above form is given, can easily be received by a Taylor expansion. This gives the
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following translations for the cases of focus correction only (left side) and focus and coma

correction (right side).

VLS GROOVE DEFINITIONS
(Focus corrected)

Source dist (m)=
Center gr/mm=

dO=
vl=
v2=
v3=
v4=

sO=
sl=
s2=
s3=
s4=

15
600

0.000166667
-0.001333333

0
0
0

6000
8

0.010666667
1.42222E-05
1.8963E-08

cm
cmM
cnA2

cmM

cmM
cmM
cnA2
cnA3
cnrM

VLS GROOVE DEFINITIONS
(Focus and coma corrected)

Source dist (m)=
Center gr/mm=

dO=
vl=
v2=
v3=
v4=

s0=
sl=
s2=
s3=
s4=

15
600

0.000166667
-0.001333333
4.44444E-07

0
0

6000
8

0.008
7.11111E-06
5.92593E-09

cm
cmM
c m ^

Lcm*-3
c m M

cmM
cmM
00^-2

01^-3

cmM

By calculating the groove density exactly (s=l/d) and by the fourth order approximation we

can conclude that in the present case the approximation is correct to twelve significant figures

which is sufficient.

It is noteworthy that one can obtain correction of the focus by a proper choice of either

vi with the higher v's equal to zero or s\ with the higher s's equal to zero. However, these

solutions are not equivalent and they have different amounts of coma and higher order

aberrations. One can see this for example by noting that the Taylor series of
1 +

has an

infinite number of non zero terms. It is also evident from the ray traces.

First consider the tangential aberrations (vertical on the spot diagram) of the ray trace

of the VLS grating with focus-only correction (Fig. 2). This ray trace is taken at the exact

focus position determined by equation (5). To within a good approximation each group of 21

spots are in pairs with each spot on top of its partner. This is true within less than 0.03 \Lm.

Evidently the pairs arise because the rays at ±w are aberrated in the same direction and by the

same amount indicating that the lowest order ray aberration varies like w2 and that defocus

(which varies like w) is absent. This shows that our calculation of the focal distance is

correct. That the w2 aberration is in fact the dominant one in the tangential plane is confirmed

by noting that, to a good approximation, the deflection of the rays at ±wmax is four times

greater than those at dbvmax/2. We can also calculate the amount of deflection by theory (see,

for example, The X-ray Data Booklet23 for a prescription for calculating specific ray

aberrations AyU and Azu from the corresponding terms of F. For the coma term we have



cos/3 dw 300 (11)

where (Fboo is given by (6). For the rays at ±wmax this gives the value 0.529 (im (Acoma m

Appendix 1) for the present case which agrees well with the ray trace.
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Fig. 2. Ray trace calculation using the Shadow code for the virtual image of a VLS with focal

length correction using a point source, (at focal length)

In the sagittal direction the five groups of rays are spaced uniformly either side of

center indicating that the dominant aberration is astigmatism. The amount of astigmatism is

equal to

4r
r

where S = — 2a02 cos a,

(12)

S' = — - 2OQ2 COS f3

and Ar is the distance between the tangential and sagittal foci. Thus for the present case,

,4r=27.1 mm (focal length in Appendix 1) and we get {Az^2o) — 27 \^m in good agreement

with the ray trace.

The other aberration that can be seen in Fig 2 is the quadratic curvature of the focal

line which is not an aberration of the form F;:k ~ Fi00 and so is not determined by the VLS

properties of the grating. Allowing for the fact that Az' °= / because astigmatism is normally
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the dominant sagittal aberration, we can see that such quadratic curvature yAy'«« Az' ) can be

produced by the 120, 111 and 102 terms of the optical path function24* 25. Thus for an in-

plane point source ((z = 0, z' = Az'), the line-curvature (Ic) terms are

(13)

1 .2fSsina S'sin/Jl 1
= -wr< + -^ + - i

2 1 r r' J 2

Substituting from eq. (12) for / and specializing to the case of a plane grating this gives

max cos/J
sin a + sin

cosi
(14)

Evaluating this for the case at hand (Ay/C in Appendix 1) we get 0.183 Jim in very good

agreement with the ray trace.

Continuing to study the ray distribution at the exact focus we now consider what

happens when we have both focus and coma correction in place. That is both vi and v2 have

the values given by eq. 10. The ray trace (Fig. 3) is the same as before except the 0.529 |xm

spread of rays in the vertical direction which we attributed to coma has now been compressed

down to about 0.01 |im showing that the coma has been correctly canceled as intended. The

quadratic line curvature and small higher order aberrations remain in place.

Fig. 3. Ray trace calculation using the Shadow code for the virtual image of a VLS with focal

length and coma correction using a point source, (at focal length)
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We now turn to the ray patterns received around the axial point (I in Fig. 1) at the

exact source distance behind the grating (r'=-r). This point is the position of the sagittal focus

for all wavelengths. With vi equal to -2/r and V2=0 we get the distribution shown in Fig. 4.

We see that the overall sagittal width of the pattern 2Az'max has dropped from 54 |im to 0.08

Jim and when w=0, the width Az'=Q for all /. Both of these features are due to the vanishing

of the astigmatism. When /=0 (in-plane rays) the dominant aberration is defocus. The other

significant aberrations are coma (displacements proportional to w2) and line curvature.

However, since the astigmatism is now zero we cannot make the substitution from eq. (12) for

/ in eq. (13). Rather we must set Az'=0 in eq. (13) which eliminates the 102 and 111 terms

leaving only the 120 term. With r'=-r this leads to an unchanged expression for the line

curvature Ay)c (eq. (14)) and

r' fsina + sinlS
(15)

We can now see which aberrations are at work in Fig. 4. The dominant tangential one is

defocus (Ay' varying linearly with w). The dominant sagittal one is astigmatic coma (Az'

£
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Fig. 4. Ray trace calculation using the Shadow code for the virtual image of a VLS with focal

length correction using a point source, (at r=-r')
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varying linearly with w for a given / value (eq. (15)). The results are the five crossed lines

with equally-spaced spots that are seen in Fig. 4. Each corresponds to a constant / value and

has a slope proportional to / . The two more subtle aberrations which are nonetheless visible

are coma and line curvature. The former adds a displacement proportional to w2 which is a

quadratic curvature for each line /=constant. The latter, which is the same quadratic curvature

we had before, adds a displacement proportional to Az (and therefore to / ) to each line

w=constant.

Finally, the pattern shown in Fig. 5 is the same as Fig. 4 except that coma correction

has been included. One can see that the curvature of the lines /=constant has now disappeared

as intended, again confirming the validity of the coma-correcting procedure described earlier.

-0.04 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.04

Fig. 5. Ray trace calculation using the Shadow code for the virtual image of a VLS with focal

length and coma correction using a point source, (at r=-r')

Some performance parameters for a real Petersen PGM system

We are trying to understand how useful the VLS concept is in the context of what seems now

to be the "standard" Petersen-system configuration incorporating the original rotating plane

mirror, a plane grating and a spherical focusing mirror. To pursue this question we first

consider the simplest possible system of this class with only one grating and no entrance slit.

The incoming beam is considered to be roughly like an undulator beam from a third-

generation synchrotron light source. The source is taken to be of size 0.1 mm and distance 15

m delivering a beam of height 2.5 mm. We make no attempt to model a realistic undulator
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source, indeed the theoretical range of the monochromator, 5-1280 A, which is eight octaves,

is much greater than most undulators can cover. The most important point to note is that this

design has a free choice of included angle. The incidence angles (a) used in the spread sheet

were chosen to give a very rough optimization of the scalar-theory efficiency but they could

be anything within the mechanical and reflectance limits. Once a is chosen the diffraction

angle follows from the grating equation.

We calculate in the spread sheets of Appendix 1, the contributions of the important

aberrations to the broadening of the virtual image and the consequent effects on the

resolution. We also estimate various other contributions to the resolution and make a scalar-

theory calculation of the grating efficiency (Fig. 6).

0.25

0.00
1000

Fig. 6. Calculated overall efficiency for the VLS grating monochromator as specified in the

text.

The aberrations are calculated as ray displacements in the virtual-image plane and then

converted to a wavelength error using the reciprocal linear dispersion (the "A/mm") given by

dX

mr
(16)

The wavelength error due to a grating slope error 8 is calculated from

mAX
= S(cosa-cosf$) (17)
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and the source-size limit is found from

sd cos a

mr
(18)

Resolution

The major contributions to the resolution of the simple system that we described above are

represented in Fig. 7. The main point to note is that the source size of 0.1 mm (which is

realistic for a third-generation synchrotron light source) is the most important limit. We do

not have to accept this as being unchangeable but suppose that we decide to use the

monochromator as defined so far; without an entrance slit. The resolution is still good enough

for essentially all condensed matter research and, in spite of its simplicity, the system

provides an impressive array of features as described in the next section.

Ed

s
"3
T3

1000

Fig. 7 Wave length dependent energy resolution calculated for the VLS grating showing the

different contributions

On the other hand suppose we desire to aim for ultrahigh resolution (>20000). In this

case we would certainly choose to have a real entrance slit (say of 10 \im) to replace the

source which would reduce the source-size-limited bandwidth by a factor of ten. This would

leave the source size, fabrication tolerances and focus error sharing in setting the limit to

resolution and the resolving power would be around 20000 over most of the range. One could
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push still further. We can go below 10 Jim slit width and we can get better than 1 jirad optics.

If we succeed with this, the limit would then come down to the focus error which, under

present conditions, gives a resolving power which varies linearly from about 105 at 5 A to 104

at 1280 A. Broadly the slit size and optical quality dominate at the shorter wavelengths and

the defocus at the longer ones. A denser grating helps with slit size and slope error but a

coarser one helps with defocus. The general effect is that multiple gratings may not give a

benefit in proportion their cost. The ultimate achievable resolution at the shorter wavelengths

is thus determined by similar factors to other (non VLS) instruments although VLS enables

the design to be simpler and more flexible. At longer, but still grazing-incidence,

wavelengths the standard of comparison is the work of Schultz et al.26 who obtained 1 meV

resolution at 190 A using an ALS SGM with moving slits. The present system (with fixed

slits) would not do that but it could do 2.3 meV with a 300/mm grating or 2.9 meV with a

600/mm one. At 1000 A the resolution drops further compared to the best attainable (which

would now be with a normal-incidence system) but 1 meV is still achieved which is good for

many purposes. Remember we are speaking about a single grating covering eight octaves!

General discussion

The main conclusion is that the addition of VLS to this very simple design produces a

monochromator with unique properties. We may list its positive features as follows:

• Single grating

• Exceptional wavelength coverage (eight octaves)

• The system is essentially in focus at all angles. Focus errors arise only when the small-

angle approximation is not satisfied. Therefore there is no need to get focus by

programming the included angle which can be regarded as a user-controlled variable to

optimize for order suppression or efficiency or both

• Resolution with a third-generation light source is sufficient for essentially all condensed

matter research without use of an entrance slit

• Better resolution can be had by choosing or retrofitting an entrance slit

• The VLS grating can be retrofitted to any SX700 monochromator but the position or focal

length of the focusing mirror may have to change

• The intrinsically large astigmatism of the SX700 configuration (or any other plane grating

scheme) can be corrected by the VLS

Its main negative feature is that when the defocus error begins to play a role in determining

the resolution, which is above about 50-100 A for a 10 u.m source and almost never for a 100

Jim one, there is no good way to correct it. We reject moving slits or an adaptive focusing
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mirror because they represent a change of philosophy while reducing the aperture provides

only a partial answer with a linear price in flux. Unlike the conventional SX700 there is no

included angle which corrects the focus. This is not to say that changes of the included angle

do not affect the resolution in other ways. In fact increasing the included angles improves

both the source-size limit and the slope error limit.

Footnote

The name primary coma has become so established that it is difficult to change. However, it

is strictly incorrect and the error goes beyond pure semantics as was first pointed out by

Underwood (private communication). The matter is discussed further by one of us27.
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Appendix 1: Incident and reflected angels, focal length, aberration due to defocus, aberration due to coma (with vl and * vl and

v2 corrected), and overall efficiency for the VLS grating upon different x-ray energies/wave lengths.
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